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                800 °C Dry Ager Edition
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                The World of HACCP Monitoring
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                Leading in Food Service 
Thermometers
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                Go Green and Chemical Free
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                "Failure is not an option"
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                Headquarters in Dubai, UAE
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                100% HACCP Compliance
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                Environmental Friendly Odour 
Control
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                Save up to 30% Refrigeration Energy with MGK Endocube
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                The Master of Dry Aging Meat

              

            


		  	


	  	
	  	

	  	
	  	
	  		
	  			
          

	  			
		  			Our Product Portfolio
	  			

	  				
                
                [image: Cool Compact Logo]Dry Ager

                  The Dry Ager Meat Maturing Fridge - for use by restaurants, artisan meat suppliers and the enthusiastic home foodie.

                
              	
                
                 [image: Cooper Atkins Temptrak Dubai]Temptrak

                  Our Temptrak Wireless Temperature Monitoring System can serve as an integral part of applying for HACCP.

                
              	
                
                  [image: Hoshizaki ROX Dubai]Rox

                  The MGK ROX Electrolyzed Machine is the new Chemical-free way for Cleaning and Satnitizing food, kitchen utensils and kitchen areas.
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                  The MGK Endocube reduces wear & tear of refrigeration units, as well as electrical power consumption of Walk-in Chillers and Freezers up to 30%.
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                  The same innovative technology incorporated in our popular thermocouple instruments, used by the most sophisticated restaurant chains in the world.

                
              	
                
                  [image: Baselite Commercial Lighting Dubai]Baselite

                  Baselite is a complete lighting manufacturer that has the versatility to meet any of your lighting needs. Baselite is focused on providing the best lighting solution no matter the size or scale of the job.
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                  Our ECOFLY LEO designed to be eco-friendly without using any mercury lamps or chemical substances
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                  Uv-Disinfection Cabinet For Knives
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                  Waste2.0 is an “on-site” in-kitchen/indoor food waste solution for busy commercial premises.
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                  The Beefer will enhance your Kitchen to produce fast the Quality you desire using 800C Top Heat!
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                  Otto's O.F.B. grills your steak to perfection at temperatures of up to 900°C. Available in both Gas & Electric.
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                  Asteus is electrically operated infrared 800° Grills for private and professional use. Highest quality made in Germany!
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                  We provide a range of air ionisers that destroy odours and microbes in ambient air. From washrooms to shopping malls, casinos to laboratory suites and hospital wards to refuse storage areas.
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                  The Plasma Clean Xtract uses ozone – a well-known disinfectant and odour neutralizer – which is released directly into the kitchen ventilation canopy.
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                  The AirKlean has been designed to disinfect air in small enclosed spaces - cold stores, production facilities, public areas, in fact anywhere that requires infection and odour control.
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                  Cool Compact Solid Waste Refrigerators appliances are basically made entirely of stainless steel (1.4301) inside and outside.
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                  Our commercial kitchen mixers and taps are designed to meet the highest standards in water saving and anti-legionella safety flush.
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                  Purion is the leader in development, production and sale of high-performance environmental technologies for disinfection.
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                  Mechline’s GreasePak is a unique, safe, automatic drain dosing system specifically designed to prevent the recurrence of drain blockages from Fats, Oils, Grease (FOGs).
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                  The G-BOX is a well known Grease Interceptor which captures the grease directly at source.
                  We not only capture 2.5  the capacity of our competitor which is 6,600ltr/hour,in addidtion we also capture the solid food waste in a separate container to avoid drain blockages.
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                  Dormont is the world's leading provider of flexible hoses for the Commercial Foodservice Industry.
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                  Paraclipse is a leading supplier of ultraviolet fly control systems that are safer than traditional bug zappers, fly zappers, and other styles of electric fly killers. 
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                  Echtermann is among the leading manufacturers of special tap fittings, supplying renowned customers in the area of commercial kitchen equipment.
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                  Cooper Atkins' first-ever app and first multi-language capable product.
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				  				MGK does it again, by acquiring Hilton Kuala Lumpur as a new clientele, MGK’s reach in Southeast Asia is gaining fast momentum.
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				  				MGK’s Endocube save up to 30% Refrigeration Energy
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				  				MGK’s first milestone in SEA includes the fully fledged installation for ROX Electrolyzing Water System and Temptrak HACCP Temperature Monitoring System in Fairmont and Swissotel The Stamford Hotel Singapore. With over 190 monitoring points installed, this is one of the largest automation projects in the region.
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				  				VOX Cinemas signed a group contract with MGK ROX!
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            Mirco Beutler 
 Chief Executive Officer, MGK

            MGK is the leading provider of a broad range of innovative and sophisticated HACCP Monitoring Solutions. MGK has established an extensive and installed client portfolio throughout the GCC Countries, while also expanding rapidly in Southeast Asia. MGK clients value the professional service and technical support that MGK offers throughout its markets in the region for each and individual product supplied.


            MGK was founded back in 2004 by Mirco Beutler to satisfy a strong core belief that Food Safety Regulations would become a prerequisite to any business operating in this space. Prior to the formation of MGK, Mirco Beutler spent more than 12 years in the international 5 Star hospitality industry, within the Food & Beverage Departments. His journey started as management trainee at the Kempinski Hotel Airport Munich, and further appointments in Germany, London, Austria and Dubai where the seed for MGK and its expertise formed.


            MGK has a Team of 18 Employees with extensive experience of Auto Cad, Technical Services and training development servicing the GCC and Southeast Asia. MGK's offering is further complimented by the introduction of cutting edge "Chemical-free prevention of bacterial food poisoning", utilizing "Electrolyzed Water" which kills bacteria faster than any current conventional sanitizers.


            MGK have established a strong and rewarding relationship with many of the prestigious hotels and restaurant operators in the GCC region and now with an installed base of over 3000+ highly valued clients, many of which are repeat clients, MGK has clearly become one of the top providers of choice. As a result of extensive 'hands-on' experience Mirco Beutler created the demand for HACCP Monitoring Systems such as Temptrak Wireless, ROX and Plasmaclean odour management solutions.


            "Failure is not an option."
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			            Atlantis The Palm
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			            Armani Hotel Dubai
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			            Ferrari World Abu Dhabi
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			            JW Marriott Marquis Hotel Dubai
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			            St. Regis Saadiyat Island Resort Abu Dhabi
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			            Four Seasons Hotel Doha
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                          I met Mirco the 1st time in 2008 and he installed now Temptrak in two hotels I have opened The Address and the Armani hotel both in Dubai. Each time his team and him worked perfect and everything was done very well planned and organized. I only can recommend his company and Mirco's services to anyone.

                          Uwe Faust
Group Culinary Director at Jumeirah Group/Jumeirah Hotels & Resorts
                        

                      

                    

                  


                  
                    
                      
                        
                          I have no hesitation in giving my personal recommendation to the professionalism that Mirco Beutler displays in his business life.
                          I have come to know Mirco as a man who portrays ethics in dealing with people and he has a committment to ensuring that his clients will get the best possible service that he can provide.
                          Mirco has shown me that to go the extra mile is not a problem so that his clients will obtain the best outcome in any situation.
                          I would endorse Mirco and his company MGK Electromechanical Works LLC to any company or individual who may wish to engage Mirco's services. 

                          Ian Hopper
Principal at KHI-International
                        

                      

                    

                  


                  
                    
                      
                        
                          I have experienced Mr. Mirco Beutler and his Company MGK in Dubai over the last 4+ Years when i set up the Culinary Departments for the ADRESS HOTELS AND RESORTS which is compromising of 4 Properties in Dubai alone such as Armani Hotel in Burj Khalifa, The Address Dubai Mall and The Address Downtown Dubai. We have chosen MGK Temptrak for all properties due to the exceptional Track Record Mirco and his Team have delivered in the GCC with the TempTrak HACCP Monitoring System in many Hotels over the Years. I can recommend Mirco and his Team to any Food Service Establishment as they are delivering what we expect in a 5* environment.

                          Viktor Stampfer
Senior Director of Culinary and Concept Development MEA bei Marriott International, Inc (Lodging Industry)
                        

                      

                    

                  


                  
                    
                      
                        
                          I know the company and Mr. Beulter since my Dubai days at Grand Hyatt Dubai. We also have done business together during my tenure at Grand Hyatt Muscat, where we implemented his hard and software in our F&B / kitchen areas. Mr. Beutler was at all times forthcoming, honest and professional. He delivered on time and on budget. His knowledge and expertise in implementing the hard and software was exemplary, I can only recommend doing business with him.

                          Christoph K. Franzen
Area Vice President for Qatar & the Sultanate of Oman/General Manager Grand Hyatt Doha at Hyatt Hotels Corporation
                        

                      

                    

                  


                  
                    
                      
                        
                          I am happy to recommend Mirco and his services to however this may concern. During my years at Grand Hyatt Dubai it has been a pleasure to work with him and to enjoy the functionality of a reliable working web-based cooling temperature control and early warn system. This has protected us for possible spoilage and damages. İt brought planning security and avoided money wastage. 

                          Jan Peter van der Ree
Area Vice President & General Manager at Park Hyatt Zurich
                        

                      

                    

                  


                  
                    
                      
                        
                          I had the pleasure appointing Mirco and his brilliant team on several crucial hotel projects, Mirco is really passionate about is work and know quite well the hotel business. I particularly appreciate his availability and open mind. Highly recommend Micro to anyone seeking assistance.

                          Pascal Carrion
Director of Engineering and Facility Management Middle East & Africa at Marriott International
                        

                      

                    

                  


                  
                    
                      
                        
                          I have known Mirco as an extremely dedicated partner and supplier, always on the search to offer th elatest technology in the field of food hygiene. His portfolio is constantly growing, and the customer service always exemplary.

                          Thomas Pfordte
Group Director of Food & Beverage at Dusit International
                        

                      

                    

                  


                  
                    
                      
                        
                          Mirco approached us at Novotel - Ibis WTC to install Temp track in our very busy kitchen. After several meeting with him and our technical team at the hotel we saw the benefits of the system and had it installed. Since the hotel has optimized its recordings of temperature which is a key step in HACCP and maintaining a high municipality grade as well as improved operational efficiencies.

                          Michael Kasch
General Manager at Rotana Hotel Management Corporation PJSC
                        

                      

                    

                  


                  
                    
                      
                        
                          In 2006 Mirco and his company, MGK, implemented a HACCP required fridge temperature monitoring system, TempTrak, at Grand Hyatt Dubai. The system included 125 temperature sensors, linked through 12 base stations to a central server. Mirco worked hard to ensure Grand Hyatt Dubai as a customer was satisfied with the solution, which we were, and that it catered to our needs, which it did.

                          Roy Verrips
Intranet Systems Manager at Hyatt Hotels Corporation
                        

                      

                    

                  


                  
                    
                      
                        
                          Mirco developed, installed and designed our Temp Track system in Ferrari World Abu Dhabi. Working with him I had the opportunity to enjoy his experties and high integrity. I will recommend Mirco to any food service professional and hotelier.

                          Massimo Falsini
Executive Chef at Auberge Resorts Collection
                        

                      

                    

                  


                  
                    
                      
                        
                          Hoshizaki decided to appoint Mirco Beutlers company MGK as our Rox distributor covering the GCC in Feb 2012. He has already proven his experience and dedication towards our Organization and we are proud working with the MGK Team here in the region. I believe that Mirco's background from the F&B industry together with his established portfolio within the HACCP/Hygiene Sector in food Service establishments, are a great asset for Hoshizaki.

                          Les Simmons
Branch Manager at Hoshizaki - Gram Middle East
                        

                      

                    

                  


                  
                    
                      
                        
                          I have worked with Mirco Beutler at MGK for over two years and he is a superb partner to have. Mirco is a great ambassador for the Plasma Clean product range, offers excellent customer service, and demonstrates a real commitment to supporting the hospitality industry.

                          Dr David Glover
Managing Director at Plasma Clean Limited
                        

                      

                    

                  

                


                
                
              

            

          

        


        
        

	  		
		  		
			  		
				  		Contact us

				  		Write us your inquiries at info@mgk.ae and we will get back to you as soon as possible.


			  		

			  		
				  		
				  		 Click Here to Contact Us
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		  				Email

		  				Write us a few lines about your ideas, your projects and let's advance together.

		  				 Email Us
		  			

		  			
		  				Twitter

		  				Follow us to interact, chat and share our ideas on Twitter.

		  				 Follow us
		  			

		  			
		  				Facebook

		  				Like our page and send us message directly from our brand new Facebook page.

		  				 Like Our Page
		  			

		  			
		  				Skype

		  				Call us or chat with us on Skype whenever you like, do not hesitate.

		  				 MGK_Dubai
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            Atlantis the Palm

          

          
            
              
                
                  Atlantis The Palm, located on Palm Jumeirah Dubai, was the first resort to be built on a man-made island with a total of 1539 rooms and has installed the largest MGK Temptrak HACCP Monitoring System in the Middle East.

                  After an extensive work from the MGK team which was accommodated on site for several weeks in order to fully focus on the completion of the project, MGK finally handed over a 547 Sensors Temptrak System across the 2.5km wide Hotel Complex including the Water Park.
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          Armani Hotel Dubai


            
              
                
                  
                    Armani Hotel, located in the bottom 37 floors of the world’s tallest building, the Burj Khalifa, was the first Hotel named after a famous designer, called Giorgio Armani.

                    Aside of the complete Chiller/Freezer HACCP MGK Temptrak Monitoring System in all Armani Hotel Kitchen areas, the Building also holds the World Record for the highest Restaurant and Lounge on the 122nd floor which is also monitored by MGK Temptrak.
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          Ferrari World Abu Dhabi


            
              
                
                  
                    Ferrari World Abu Dhabi which is the world’s biggest indoor themepark opened in 2010 has chosen to incorporate TempTrack HACCP Monitoring system into all their kitchen facilities.

                    With over 20 rides and attractions, including the world’s fastest rollercoaster, Ferrari World has the largest Temptrak System installed in a themepark with more than 100 Sensors.

                    MGK was also appointed to monitor the temperature of the outside roller coaster rail.
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          JW Marriott Marquis Hotel Dubai


            
              
                
                  
                    The JW Marriott Marquis Dubai Hotel is the world's tallest hotel, a 76-story, 355 m (1,165 ft) twin-tower skyscraper complex located in Downtown Dubai, United Arab Emirates. 

                    The 1,608-room hotel with 14 food and beverage outlets, completed in November 2012, decided to implement the Temptrak HACCP Temperature Monitoring System during its opening period.

                    This retro fitted Temptrak System monitors 212 Walk-in Chillers/Freezers, Upright Fridges and Undercounters since 3 years and ensures the highest standard of safe food storage.
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          St. Regis Saadiyat Island Resort Abu Dhabi


            
              
                
                  
                    Opened its doors in November 2011, the St. Regis Saadiyat Island Resort, is the flagship hospitality project on Saadiyat Island, Abu Dhabi.

                    The 380 Rooms Starwood Luxury Hotel, is fully monitored with Temptrak with more than 200 Sensors installed across all kitchens in the property.
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          Four Seasons Hotel Doha


            
              
                
                  
                    The Four Seasons Hotel in Doha, as one of the Canadian hotel chain’s 98 properties around the world, is ranked among the top luxury hotels worldwide. 

                    After the opening, the Temptrak HACCP Temperature Monitoring System was installed and retro fitted into all the existing kitchens with a total of 132 Sensors.

                    During the last year’s Restaurant expansions, Temptrak also now is recording the temperatures in the newly opened largest Nobu Restaurant in the world.
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				  		Contact

              	MGK Headquarter
 Dubai, UAE
	(+971) 4 396 8264
	info@mgk.ae
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			  				MGK Branch Office
 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
	+60 10 712 1703
	info@mgk.ae



			  		

            
			  		
			  			Contact

			  				MGK Branch Office
 Duesseldorf, Germany
	+49 172 4132894
	Nico Hopper
	nico@mgk.ae
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